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Details of Visit:

Author: maestro2
Location 2: Chelsea
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 5 Apr 2012 16:00
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 500
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.cherrygirls.co.uk/special-independent-escort-busty_escorts-
lauren_patrick-902.html
Phone: 07811246675

The Premises:

Stylish, elegant flat just off the Kings Road. Lovely flat, lovely location.

The Lady:

As per the photos although has more of a ?serious? air about her in real life. Seemed a little shorter
too. Still, definitely her.

The Story:

Met Lauren for a couple of hours a few months back. I was drawn to her on account of her fabulous
bust.

She was smartly dressed when she greeted me and offered me a drink while we got to know each
other. Lauren is quite a serious lass (at least I thought so) and asked a lot of questions initially
although that may just have been her way of screening me. She then proceeded to tell me about
her life and what she was working on.

Now I like a chat and an opportunity to connect but on this occasion, maybe because of the serious
nature, I felt kind of ?dehornified? afterwards and subsequently not so fussed about the sex. It was
like a serious conversation at the book club, I would have been quite happy with a cup of tea and
digestive afterwards. Guess sex does start in the brain after all.

Anyway, after about 40 odd minutes I went for a wash and then we proceeded to the bedroom. By
now I wasn?t feeling it but went through the motions anyway (sigh) so it ended up a bit
?mechanics?. In fairness Lauren was obliging sexually and has a great body although she doesn?t
kiss so not really a GFE.

I don?t think I was her ?type? but she was professional and courteous.

I am still going to recommend as she is professional and accommodating and her flat provides a
beautiful calm environment. I?m more of a fun, flirty, feisty sort of guy so the seriousness sort of
killed the mood a bit for me but I would still return; maybe just save the chat till after the sex next
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time (smiley!).
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